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Mitchell movement is a simple kind of movement where all boards and players move in a uniform manner. N-S pairs are
stationary and E-W pairs are moving. After each round, all E-W pairs move up one table and all boards move down one
table.

Origins[ edit ] Mitchell was born in Waterville , Maine. His father, George John Mitchell Sr. Because of his
origin, Mitchell is recognized as a prominent Lebanese-American. He has since received an honorary Doctor
of Laws degree from Bates College. Political career[ edit ] Early legal career[ edit ] After having performed
well academically at Georgetown, Mitchell served as a trial attorney for the Antitrust Division of the United
States Department of Justice in Washington from to , and then as executive assistant to Senator Edmund S.
Muskie from to , where he first gained interest in the political world. He lost in the general election to
independent candidate James B. Mitchell served in that capacity from to He was confirmed by the Senate on
October 4, , and received his commission on October 5, His service terminated on May 16, , due to his
resignation. He was elected as the chair of the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee in , helping the
Democrats regain control of the Senate in with a net eight new seats and a 55â€”45 majority in the Senate.
Stennis , and remains the only senator other than Hubert Humphrey to have held that post. The position of
Deputy President pro tempore was created specifically to be held by a current Senator who is a former
President or former Vice President of the United States. Humphrey is a former Vice President of the United
States and Mitchell is the only person to have been Deputy President pro tempore who has never held one or
both of the two highest offices of the US government. While in this role, Mitchell led the movement to
reauthorize the Clean Air Act in and pass the Americans with Disabilities Act of Blackmun so that he could
continue helping with efforts in the Senate to pass significant health-care legislation. The seat ultimately went
to Stephen Breyer. Nevertheless, Congress was not able to pass any significant health-care legislation at the
time and Mitchell did not run for reelection in After leaving the Senate, Mitchell joined the Washington, D.
He also was mentioned in both and in as a potential Secretary of State for a Democratic administration, due to
his role as Senate Leader and the Good Friday agreements. Mitchell Scholarship , which sponsors graduate
study for twelve Americans each year in the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. He is the founder of the
Mitchell Institute , in Portland, Maine , whose mission is to increase the likelihood that young people from
every community in Maine will aspire to, pursue and achieve a college education. Mitchell Report
Arabâ€”Israeli conflict Mitchell led an American fact-finding commission initiated under President Bill
Clinton in intended to find solutions for solving the situation between Israel and the Palestinians. World
Justice Project[ edit ] George J. The World Justice Project works to lead a global, multidisciplinary effort to
strengthen the Rule of Law for the development of communities of opportunity and equity. He first led a
commission that established the principles on non-violence to which all parties in Northern Ireland had to
adhere, and then chaired the all-party peace negotiations, which led to the Belfast Peace Agreement signed on
Good Friday known since as the "Good Friday Agreement". He was succeeded as special envoy by Richard
Haass. In accepting the Liberty Medal , he stated: They can be ended by human beings. No matter how ancient
the conflict, no matter how hateful, no matter how hurtful, peace can prevail. To this day Mitchell is known to
have held meetings with only two active players, Jason Giambi , who was ordered to meet Mitchell by
Commissioner Selig in light of his public admissions on the issue, and one additional player whose name was
initially not made public but was later revealed to be Frank Thomas. Even though the union that protects the
players had pressured all but Giambi and Thomas into maintaining the culture of silence that had helped the
drug problem remain a secret, there was plenty of other evidence against those named in his report. Mitchell
released a page report of his findings on December 13, Mitchell was criticized for having a conflict of interest
with the report as he was a director of the Boston Red Sox , especially because no prime Red Sox players were
named in the report, [24] despite the fact that Red Sox stars David Ortiz and Manny Ramirez were later
accused of using performance-enhancing substances during the season, as reported by The New York Times
on July 30, The Los Angeles Times reported that Mitchell acknowledged that his "tight relationship with
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Major League Baseball left him open to criticism". The choice of Mitchell allowed Obama to demonstrate the
seriousness and sincerity of his intentions regarding the peace process, without forcing him to immediately
embark on a specific initiative before conditions were yet ripe. However, in a continuation of a George W.
Bush administration policy, Mitchell did not plan to talk to Hamas , a group Israel and the United States
consider a terrorist organization , but instead focus on talks with the Palestinian National Authority. Please
update this article to reflect recent events or newly available information.
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Mitchell Movement - A duplicate Bridge player movement where all tournament pairs and boards move in a uniform
manner. Each pair is assigned a North/South or East/West direction, the boards played are assigned an incremental
number, and the tables are also assigned an incremental number.

Requirements for movements[ edit ] The requirements for the movement are as follows: The tournament
should not be either too long or too short. A typical club session consists of around 24 boards, but a
tournament for less experienced players may aim for rather fewer than this. No board should be required to be
played at more than one table in the same round. Sometimes this rule is broken: The movement should be as
fair or "balanced" as possible: For preference, the number of boards in each round should be as large as
possible, since this reduces the number of rounds and saves some time. Subject to the other constraints, the
movement should be as simple as possible, in order to minimise the possibility of errors occurring. In some
countries it is usual for the boards to progress regularly, or as close as possible to regularly, from one table to
the next lower numbered table. In other countries the boards are simply collected from a central table and this
constraint does not apply. It is important that once the movement is selected, it should be completed: Thus a
movement should be selected which has a high probability of being completed. There are thus two "fields"
competing separately. If the average standard of the NS and EW pairs is different, this can give an unfair
result. This creates a one-winner movement. The number of rounds which are arrow switched affects the
fairness of the result. Normally between one-eighth and one-quarter of the rounds are arrow switched. So in a
7 or 8 round movement, you would arrow switch the last round. Pair movements[ edit ] There are two basic
types of pair movementsâ€”Mitchell and Howell. Howell and variants of Mitchell are one-winner. Mitchell
movements[ edit ] In a standard Mitchell movement also known as "straight Mitchell" , there are two separate
groups of playersâ€”one group always sits North-South, and the other always sits East-West. North-South
players remain at the same table throughout all rounds of play. After each round, boards move to the next
lower numbered table from table 1, boards go to the highest numbered table , and East-West pairs move to the
next higher number table at the highest numbered table, pairs move to table 1. Pairs are typically identified by
the direction they are sitting, coupled with the table number they start at. This arrangement can be followed
without modification when there is an odd number of tables, with no additional pairs left over no half-tables.
Modifications to the straight Mitchell movement must be made whenever there is an even number of tables, or
a half-table. A straight Mitchell movement requires that the number of rounds played R is equal to or less than
the number of tables T. Hence, if there are 8 tables and time to play 24 boards, a maximum of 8 rounds can be
played and there will be 3 boards per round. If it is desired to play one or two rounds more than the number of
tables, a Hesitation Mitchell or Double Hesitation Mitchell movement may be used if feasible. Alternatively, a
Howell type movement may be adopted. Even number of tables[ edit ] In a straight Mitchell with an even
number of tables, after half of the rounds have been completed the East-West pairs will arrive at a table with
boards that they have already played. Skip Mitchell[ edit ] In a Skip Mitchell, after the number of rounds
played equals the number of tables divided by 2, in moving for the next round the East-West pairs must "skip"
a table. The director must take care to announce the special movement when that round arrives, and
North-South pairs should confirm that their new-arriving opponents did skip a table. This choice is far simpler
for the director to manage and is simpler to adjust if a late pair must be accommodated, but has the slight
drawback that each East-West pair misses the chance to play one set of boards. The Skip Mitchell requires that
the number of tables is at least one greater than the number of rounds played, e. Bye-stand Mitchell or share
and relay Mitchell[ edit ] In a bye-stand Mitchell, there are two modifications needed to the basic table setup.
First, table 1 must be set up near the highest numbered table, because throughout the game, those two tables
will share boardsâ€”after playing a board at one table it must be passed to the other to play. Second, a "bye
stand" or "relay table" must be set up halfway between the first and last tablesâ€”for example, in an eight-table
movement, the bye stand must be set up between tables 4 and 5. When moving boards after each round, boards
at the table just above the bye stand go to the bye stand; the boards on the bye stand go to the table just below
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the bye stand. In the eight-table example, boards go from table 5 to the bye stand, and from the bye stand to
table 4. This movement allows all pairs to play all boards, but the drawbacks are that the sharing of boards
between two tables tends to slow down the movement, mistakes can be made with both the bye stand
placement and the movement of boards to the bye stand, and late pairs are harder to accommodate. Half
tables[ edit ] Adjustments to the straight Mitchell for half tables depend on whether the number of full tables is
odd or even. Number of full tables is even[ edit ] In this case the adjustment is a "sit out". This involves setting
up the movement as if there were an odd number of tables and then running a straight Mitchell. The movement
proceeds exactly as in a straight Mitchell, when East-West pairs arrive at table 9 they simply do not play that
round. Number of full tables is odd[ edit ] In this case the adjustment can be either a sit out combined with
Skip Mitchell sit out combined with Bye Stand Mitchell "North-South Bump" The sit out with Skip Mitchell
has the disadvantage that one East-West pair will skip the sit out table. This is not a problem if the number of
tables is greater than the number of rounds. For a Bye Stand Mitchell, the East-West pair arriving at the
highest numbered table which normally shares boards with table 1 sits out. If desired and permitted, they may
kibitz the deals at table 1 while they are sitting out. This is the best movement if the number of tables and
rounds are equal, because it eliminates the share usually required. For a North-South Bump, all but one pair
are assigned to tables as in a straight Mitchell. The remaining pair is a "Rover", that moves according to a
schedule that differs depending on the number of full tables. The Rover pair does not play the first round, at
each subsequent round they move to a table according to their schedule and replace the North-South pair at
that table for that roundâ€”the North-South pair at that table have been "bumped" and sit out that round. If
desired and permitted, the bumped pair can kibitz the table they have been bumped from. Also, because the
Rover pair does not play the first round, it can be a very good choice for handling a late-arriving pair.
Hesitation movements[ edit ] In a Hesitation Mitchell, the EW pair arriving at the highest numbered table
rotate to sit NS at that table on the next round, and then move to Table 1. With an odd number of tables, this
allows one more round to be played than the number of tables. For example, with 24 boards and seven tables,
eight rounds can be played. A bye stand table will also be needed opposite the hesitation table; in this case
between tables 3 and 4. With an even number of tables, this allows two more rounds to be played than the
number of tables. For example, with 24 boards and 6 tables, eight rounds can be played. Two bye stand tables
will also be needed. The position of the rotations and bye stand tables must be chosen precisely, otherwise a
conflict will arise, so table cards are needed. Howell movements[ edit ] In a Howell movement, pairs move
according to a schedule that varies depending on the number of tables. Pairs are identified by a pair number
that identifies the position they sit for the first round. Traditionally, the highest numbered pair sits North-South
at table 1 and does not move from that position; the other pairs move from table to table, sometimes sitting
North-South and sometimes East-West. In moving according to the schedule, each pair will arrive at table 1
and sit East-West in the round corresponding to their pair number. Directions are placed on each table telling
each player what table and position they move to for the next round. The Howell movement is better suited for
smaller numbers of tablesâ€”as the number of tables grows, the number of rounds that must be played to have
every pair play at every position becomes too large. For T tables, there will be 2T-1 rounds, e. Suggested pair
movements[ edit ].
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Mitchell movement definition is - a method of conducting a game of duplicate bridge or whist so that the North-South
pairs play only against the East-West pairs. a method of conducting a game of duplicate bridge or whist so that the
North-South pairs play only against the East-West pairs.

Individual Movement for 12 Players and 33 Boards with Relay - This Schedule shows the positions of the
players and the number of Boards. Richard Pavlicek and can be found on this website. The link is to the
pertinent movement. Individual Movement for 16 Players and 30 Boards - This Schedule shows the positions
of the players and the number of Boards. Individual Movement for 24 Players and 21 Boards - This Schedule
shows the positions of the players and the number of Boards. Individual Movement for 24 Players and 28
Boards - This Schedule can be varied according to the presented information. Playing 28 Boards the
movement is divided into 2 Stanzas. Playing 24 Boards the players are split into 2 groups of 12 and play only
boards Individual Movement for 28 Players and 21 Boards - This Schedule shows the seven Tables with the
corresponding positions and the number of boards. Sicherman and the link is to his site and his URL. His
efforts and time are greatly appreciated in compiling these Travelers for the bridge player. These are Score
Cards for the boards in Howell movements. Each card is preprinted with the pairings. The backs show the
board movements. The list of Travelers available are listed below: Sicherman and can be found on this
website. Sicherman and can be found on this website Each card is preprinted with the pairings. Thurner
Movement - This is a Team Movement for a Round Robin between an even number of teams, by which two
tables share boards each round. This movement may be only used for 6, 8, 12, or 14 tables. Rover Movement This is a method of handling a half table in a Mitchell Movement. The Rover is an alternative in the Phantom
pair and the Bump Mitchell. The Rover pair may play in either direction, but North-South is preferable
because the movement is easier to administer with a North-South sit-out. The Rover pair is assigned a number,
one higher than the number of full tables in play. After sitting out the first round the Rover pair enters the
game by replacing one of the pairs playing in their direction. After playing the round at that table, the Rover
pair moves to another table, usually skipping a table up the line. Sicherman and the link is to his site and to the
pertinent Table Cards. His efforts and time are greatly appreciated in compiling these Table Cards for the
bridge player. These are Place Cards for the tables in Howell movements. Each card is preprinted with the
board schedule. Compare with the list of movements listed above.
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A duplicate bridge movement is a scheme used in a duplicate bridge tournament to arrange which competitors play
which opponents when, and which boards they play. The arrangement has to satisfy a number of constraints which often
conflict to some extent, and compromises may be required.

History[ edit ] Duplicate bridge tournament playing area The origins of duplicate bridge are based on the
emergence of duplicate whist in the game of whist. In the introduction to his book Duplicate Whist, the author
comments on the early emergence of duplicate whist: The writer has it on good authority that it was played in
Berlin and Paris as far back as , and later in Philadelphia and New York Mitchell , Duplicate Whist. Mitchell
also recounts the Cavendish experiment of to demonstrate the merits of duplicate whist in reducing the
element of luck and to distinguish between the skill levels of better and poorer players. But by far the greater
part of luck, namely, that due to the superiority of winning cards, is by the plan described quite got rid of. In
turn, as the game of whist was superseded by contract bridge , so was duplicate whist by duplicate bridge.
Pairs game[ edit ] In a pairs tournament, each deal is played a number of times by different players, after
which all the scores are compared. The tournament consists of a number of rounds; in each round, a number of
boards i. A session typically consists of between 24 and 28 boards in total, but this can vary. Typically around
eight boards are played per hour, so a typical session will last 3 hours or slightly more. If there is an odd
number of pairs, one pair will have to sit out in each round. Most events are single-session, but tournament
events can consist of two, four or more sessions. Immediately after a board is played, the North player writes
the result of that board on the travelling sheet , and the East player checks it. The information recorded
includes at least the identifying numbers of the North-South and East-West pairs and the score achieved.
Usually the contract and the number of tricks won are also recorded, and sometimes also the opening lead.
Sometimes the cards in each hand are also written on the traveller, which is useful in case the cards are
inadvertently mixed up. The traveller is contained within and travels with the board. This means that the
players learn how they did up to that point on each board. This might be regarded as an advantage or as a
disadvantage: Alternatively, the scores for each round may be recorded on pickup slips collected during the
event to enable the scorer to start to process the results before the end of the session, so that the results can be
announced soon after the end of the session. The usual form of overall scoring for a pairs tournament is
Matchpoint scoring ; occasionally IMP scoring is used instead. Every pair plays against a different opposing
pair in each successive round, depending on the size of the field. After each round, some or all of the players
reseat themselves according to a prescribed "movement", so that each pair opposes a different pair in each
round; the boards are also moved. The movement must be set up so that each pair does not play more than one
round against the same opponents; and, of course, does not play the same board more than once. The
tournament director will select the movement depending on the number of pairs playing, to allow them to play
the desired number of boards each, without repetition. A Howell movement is typically used if there are fewer
than about 7 tables. With larger fields the tournament can be split into separate sections every section operates
its own separate movement, but the scores are compared across all sections ; each section normally plays a
Mitchell movement. Duplicate bridge movements The Mitchell movement is the most common. The
North-South pairs remain stationary. After each round, the East-West pairs move to the next higher-numbered
table and the boards move to the next lower table. If the number of tables is odd, every E-W pair will play
different boards against every N-S pair after the full circle. In case of an even number of tables, the East-West
pairs are told to skip a table after about half the rounds so that they do not encounter boards that they have
already played; alternatively "Relay-bystand Mitchell" , a "bystand" playerless table is introduced, while the
two tables farthest from the bystand share the boards in each round the "relay". Usually, the bystand is placed
halfway through the field e. A "perfect" Mitchell is seven, nine, or thirteen tables, with four, three, or two
boards per round respectively: A variation of the Mitchell movement employs "arrow-switching". This means
that for approximately one-eighth of the boards played, the N-S pairs play the E-W cards and vice versa. This
variation is used when it is desired to have one winner rather than two winners see below. The Howell
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movement is sometimes used instead, usually when there are a relatively small number of tables. This
movement is more complicated and varies according to the total number of pairs. All boards and most pairs
move after every round according to guide cards placed on the tables, or carried by the players usually one
pair, or sometimes more, remain stationary. The Howell is sometimes considered a fairer test than the
Mitchell, because each pair faces all or nearly all of the other pairs, not just the pairs sitting in the opposite
direction. The Howell also tends to be more error-prone than the Mitchell due to its greater complexity. Ideally
the number of rounds will be one less than the number of pairs competing, so that each pair plays one round
against ever other pair. Each round will usually consist of either 2, 3, or 4 boards. However, sometimes this
produces an inconvenient total number of boards to be played. To avoid this, a "reduced Howell" or
"three-quarter Howell" movement is often played, with fewer rounds and usually with more than one
stationary pair, so that the number of rounds plus the number of stationary pairs equals the total number of
pairs. Less common is the Chalfant movement. In this movement, the boards remain stationary while the
players move according to guide cards. This requires significantly more physical tables, because several tables
are not in play on any given round. Like the Howell movement, this movement is typically used when there is
a relatively small number of players, typically no more than 12 pairs. Also like the Howell movement, this
movement produces a single winner and pairs face all or almost all of the other pairs in play. This movement
has the advantage that pairs are often moving to a table that was not in use on a previous round, so a slow pair
does not delay as many other pairs as in a Howell. Also, for several sizes, this movement is technically
superior in that more pairs face all other pairs than in the corresponding Howell movement. This movement
has the disadvantage of requiring a larger number of physical tables, and thus more space. It also requires the
players to carry guide cards with them and consult them, while the guide cards usually remain on the tables for
Howell movements. Whatever movement is used, if the number of pairs is odd, obviously one pair must sit
idle during each round; that situation is referred to as a bye or sit out. In that undesirable case, the missing pair
sometimes called the phantom pair is treated as if it exists, i. In a Mitchell movement, having an East-West
phantom pair is advantageous in that there are non-phantom players at each table responsible for correct
movement of the boards. During the movement, one pair in each round will sit out "play" against the phantom
pair. Since, as result, pairs will usually play unequal numbers of boards, their final results are normally scaled
in the final calculation known as factoring , or less commonly they might be awarded "bye points" for that
round normally, a result slightly above average. In a Mitchell movement, the extra pair normally sits out the
first round and then, according to a schedule, substitutes for a different North-South pair for each subsequent
round the "bumped" pair having a sit out for that round. The extra pair are frequently referred to as the "rover
pair" because, unlike the other North-South pairs, they move at each round. In a Howell movement, the extra
pair normally sit out the first round and are then allocated fixed seats where they remain for all subsequent
rounds. Any position other than that which would normally be occupied by a stationary pair will do. The extra
pair thus displace, or "bump", a different pair those who would normally move to those seats at each round.
The extra pair are still colloquially known as the "rover pair" even though, in a Howell, they do not actually
rove. A better alternative is for the phantom pair to be allocated a stationary position. This enables all the
boards to be played the same number of times so that all the pairs play all the boards and the movement in
many cases to be completely fair between all the non-stationary pairs. Trials are usually reserved for
high-level competitions such as regional and national championships, invitation tournaments etc. There, a
fixed number of pairs usually 16 play a full round-robin tournament Swiss can be also used to shorten the
tournament with relatively long matches boards against each other, the entire tournament lasting for two to
four days. One session consists of only one round, with boards circulating among the tables and pairs
remaining seated. Results are calculated after each round using IMP or Calcutta scoring, converted to Victory
points, and added up to the running score. The pair with highest VP score becomes the winner. Teams game[
edit ] In a teams tournament, two pairs normally constitute a team. Teams of five or six members are often
permitted, but each set of boards will only be played by two pairs in the team, i. If there are just two teams,
they compete using two tables and having one pair from each team seated at each table, in opposite directions.
Similar arrangements apply if there are more than two teams in the competition. Depending on the number of
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teams competing and the structure of the tournament, a relatively larger number of boards may be played in
each round of the movement usually six to eight for " Swiss teams", usually 12, 24, or more for knockout
events. The boards are moved sometimes by a caddy so that they are all eventually played at both tables or
more if there are four teams or more. Suppose Team A plays Team B. The first time a hand is played, one
partnership from Team A say takes the North-South cards and one partnership from Team B takes the
East-West cards; when the hand is played again, it is played by the other two partnerships, but this time with
Team A holding the East-West cards and Team B holding the North-South cards. Of course the teams may not
discuss the deals between the two plays. Normally, each of the two tables deals and plays half of the scheduled
boards at the beginning of the match, and they are exchanged halfway through the match. If there are more
than two teams, the movement is more complicated. After each deal has been played twice, the scores for each
deal are compared, and a net score is given depending on the net total score from the two times the deal was
played. Several forms of scoring are then used to calculate the overall winner of the match with IMP scoring
and Board-a-match resembling matchpoint scoring being the most common. For instance if the net score was
20, as in the above example, this would be converted to a score of 1 IMP, while a net score of say e. If the
match between the two teams is part of a larger competition, then usually the total difference in IMPs in a
single match is again converted into so-called Victory points or VPs. The VPs awarded to each team in their
matches are summed up to determine the overall team ranking. At Board-a-match BAM , each hand has equal
weight; each hand is won, lost, or tied. Total point score, known as aggregate scoring in England, uses no
conversion whatsoever; total-point scoring was more popular in the past, and is rarely used today. Individual
events[ edit ] In an individual event, each player is paired with a different partner in each round. Individual
events are less popular and much less common than pairs and teams events. There are various methods for
assigning partners. In one method, which can be regarded as an extension of the Mitchell movement, a given
set of players always sit North, another set sit South, another set sit East, and a final set always sit West. This
can be used to arrange that each pair consists of a relatively experienced or skilled player, and a relatively
inexperienced player. Individual events are more complex to run, as the movement and scoring are more
complicated. They ideally require that players establish understandings in bidding and play methods with new
partners in every round; this adds to the challenge of the game given the nuances of many bidding and
signaling systems and conventions.
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The simplest form of movement is the Mitchell movement, as exemplified in Table I for the case of 7 tables, 14 pairs.
The tables are numbered 1 to 7, and the pairs are number 1 to

You may only publish the URL address of this website. Camera movements Many people have asked how
animation cameras work - or, more specifically, how the film is transported and held precisely in place during
exposure. The pressure plate would be on top of the gate, with a spring loading that presses it against the gate.
All these movements are drawn in a position the camera would have on an animation stand, with the lens
below the gate, pointing towards the tabletop. The arrows show the action of the moving parts. The tips of the
claws and pins that come in contact with the film are drawn in black. The claw moves back and forth, is spring
loaded to press against the film, and formed in such a way that it engages a perforation when it moves right,
and slips over it when moving back to the left, as the shutter opens to expose the frame. This claw only moves
the film into position, but does not hold it in place. The pressure plate not shown above the film keeps it
immobile during the exposure. However, with two claws, the film can be rewound in the camera - when the
camera is cranked backwards, the other claw engages the film and pushes it backward. The claws are not
spring loaded to press against the film, but have a pivot with a certain amount of friction, which ensures that
the claw will always stay in contact with the film. The pressure plate is again rather heavily spring loaded to
keep the film steady. One cam moves the claw up and down, into and out of the perforation, and the other cam
rocks the claw back and forth. These two actions combine into a "D"-formed path. Thus the claw is withdrawn
from the perforation and moves back without touching the film during exposure. There is a pair of claws that
perform the familiar "D"-motion to transport the film. The film path is often curved where the claws engage
the film, which reduces stress on the perforations. This movement is precise enough to be used in professional
special effects and animation cameras. However, the mechanism is more complex than the others, because the
film has to be lifted off the registration pins in order to be moved by the claws. This necessitates a movable
"film channel" not shown instead of the standard pressure plate. Wet-gates remove surface scratches from
films being printed, since the film frame in the movement is immersed in a liquid that fills any scratches, thus
reducing them substantially. The motion of the fluid also cleans any loose dust off the film while it is in the
gate, so the result is a cleaner print. For a picture of the movement in my 35mm animation camera, please go
to the "Equipment"-page. This is a "2-headed" optical printer, using these gates above. In the heavy base G all
the electronics needed for controlling the printer are located. I had a separate power supply for the camera see
cables , batteries would have drained in no time. With this setup, I copied a lot of animation on about cassettes
of Super-8 - about 10 hours alltogether!
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The Mitchell Movement LLC. 71 likes. Providing management, counseling, consulting & training to individuals and
families that will encourage, educate and.

The requirement that the boards have not yet been played by either pair is, of course, paramount.
Exceptionally, in some movements, a pair may encounter the same opposing pair a second time, though this is
not ideal. Thus there are two, separate competing fields and the results for each are not truly comparable.
Mitchell Movement This is the simplest and most commonly employed movement. This is ideal assuming that
you wanted to play as many as 27 boards in the first place. If you only wanted to play 24 boards then you can
simply omit the last round though this introduces a small amount of imbalance into the movement as each pair
does not play every board or every pair. If there are T tables, this movement plays for T rounds and requires T
sets of boards. If there is a half table, any pair may be omitted. If there are T tables, this movement plays for
T-1 rounds and requires T sets of boards. This is another fix to the basic Mitchell movement for an even
number of tables. This is normally set up such that table 1 and the last table share boards and a spare set of
boards sits on a relay table at the opposite side of the room. For example, if there are 8 tables, tables 1 and 8
share boards passing the boards to table 7 at the end of the round. The relay sits between table 4 and 5, table 5
passing their boards to the relay at the end of the round and table 4 receiving from the relay. This movement is
generally preferable to the Skip Mitchell for clubs that wish to play 24 boards and therefore normally an even
number of rounds provided that there are at least 3 boards per round as sharing between tables when there are
only 2 boards per round tends to produce significant delays , or that there is a half table and thus sharing is not
necessary. Blackpool Sometimes called the Revenge movement. This movement is primarily yet another fix
for the basic Mitchell movement for an even number of tables. It is similar to the Share and Relay in that there
is a relay table half way round the room, but, instead of sharing at the other end, table 1 and the last table have
their own set of boards so there is no sharing and there is another relay table between table 1 and the last table.
It is a good choice if there are 12 full tables and 24 boards are to be played. You can also play one or two extra
rounds. The second extra round is not commonly used and many players dislike the revenge element of even
one extra round and the imbalance that it creates though some clubs reportedly like it - it is mainly a case of
what the players are used to. The above movement also works for an odd number of tables. In this case there is
a double relay table between the first and last table and no relay table half way round the room. You can also
play one revenge round. Bowman Also known as an Appendix Mitchell or Ewing. If there are T tables, then
you can think of it as a normal Mitchell for an odd number of tables or a Skip Mitchell for an even number of
tables for T-2 tables which then has extra tables bolted on by means of board sharing. This movement plays
for T-2 rounds and needs T-2 board sets. The last but one table shares with table 1. If there is a half table, the
missing pair is NS at the last table, making this one the sit out table. If there is no half table, the last table
plays the boards in reverse numerical order, sharing with the table that happens to have that set at the time.
Unfortunately this means that, for one round, the last table will want to share boards with table 1 that is
already sharing with the penultimate table, making this not a very suitable movement for an odd number of
full tables but it does work nicely if there is a half table. For an even number of tables, the movement works
the same way except that, after half the boards have been played, there is a skip movement, just as with a Skip
Mitchell. The good thing with an even number of tables, however, is that the last table will never need to share
with table 1, so this movement is suitable for an even number of tables regardless of whether there is a half
table or not. Thus the field is, in plain English, "mixed up" and a fair result can be computed for the whole
field. There are different means by which this can be achieved. Howell Movement In a Howell movement, one
pair sits stationary and all the other pairs move around the room. At the end of the session all pairs will have
played all other pairs. Howell movements tend to be complex and require movement cards on each table
telling the players where to move next and what boards they should be playing. Furthermore they can be
tedious for the director to work out who should play who and where to put the relay tables. Specific details
will be given elsewhere. If there are T tables, this movement plays for 2T-1 rounds and requires 2T-1 sets of
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boards. Howell movements tend to work well for smallish numbers of tables 2 to 5, maybe 6, 7 at a stretch ,
but beyond that simpler movements are often preferred, if only because it reduces the amount of people
milling around between rounds. Howell movements are particularly preferable if there is a half table as these
movements tend to have a relatively large number of rounds and therefore not too many boards per round.
Thus the pair having to sit out for a round has not too long to wait before rejoining the game. Three Quarter
Howell Sometimes you have a modest number of tables, want to play a Howell movement, but the number of
rounds will not be convenient for the number of boards you wish to play. For example a 4 table Howell plays
for 7 rounds. This is OK if you wanted to play 27 boards, as you can have 7 rounds of 4 boards for 28 in total
which is typically acceptable. One solution is to put out 4 board sets and only play 6 of the 7 possible rounds,
which is reasonable. However, there are movements, similar to a full Howell, where there are 2 or even 3
stationary pairs instead of one that play for one or two rounds less than a full Howell. These are generally
called Three Quarter Howell movements even though "three quarters" is not strictly accurate. These
movements also require movement cards on each table. Hesitation Mitchell This is a means of squeezing an
extra round out of a Mitchell movement which is sometimes convenient. If you want to play 24 boards and
have 7 tables you are again faced with choosing between 21 or 28 boards or playing one round less than a
normal Mitchell would ideally allow. This movement provides a potential solution. So, for 7 tables, you have
6 stationary pairs and 8 moving ones. The last table is sometimes called a pivot table. To make this movement
work you need to know where to put the relay table. For an odd number of tables, imagine you have one table
less and put a relay table half way round. So, for 7 tables, this means a relay between table 3 and 4. Things are
marginally more complex if there is an even number of tables. This time do not imagine there is one table less,
and put the relay half way round so for 8 tables, the relay goes between tables 4 and 5 , but this time it is a
double relay with 2 sets of boards on it and table 1 and the last table have to share. Thus, in our example at the
beginning of this section, you can play 7 tables for 8 rounds of 3 giving 24 boards in total. It is generally a
good choice if there are an odd number of tables. Movement cards are usually unnecessary provided that there
is a clear explanation at the beginning of the session of what the moving pairs need to do when they get to the
last table. There is, however, one last consideration when playing a Hesitation Mitchell, and that is "arrow
switching" which really needs a section of its own: Thus a Hesitation Mitchell is not very suitable as a one
winner movement without a further fix. For a Hesitation Mitchell, the tables that are arrow switched is all of
them except the pivot table. Two winner movements can be made into a one winner movement as is
sometimes necessary, for example if an overall winner of a cup is needed by arrow switching all the tables.
Howell movements typically do not require arrow switching as they are generally fairly balanced anyway. The
number of rounds to switch is, in general, one eighth or as near as possible , not one quarter as some directors
suppose. For more detail on arrow switching and related matters for the technically minded see: More exotic
possibilities for arrow switching exist such as switching one board only from each of the last three sets.
However, while this is better, it relies on people remembering which board to switch and is rarely employed.
Slightly less exotic strategies, such as switching one, two or three tables for several rounds are a little more
easily managed, though, like Howell movement cards, these need to be worked out in advance and typically
require computer analysis to work out what strategy is best but this option is, at least rarely, employed for
some specific movements. Double Hesitation Mitchell As the name suggests, this is similar to a normal
Hesitation Mitchell, but there are two pivot tables instead of one. The pivot tables are normally the last table,
as in a normal Hesitation Mitchell and table 2. The order the moving pairs circulate is normally: In other
words, the circulation order is not too complex and you can just about get away without movement cards. For
an even number of tables you need two relay tables, one just after the half way point so, say, for a 6 table
movement the relay is between table 4 and 5, not the half way point between 3 and 4. The other relay is
between the table 1 and the last table. For an odd number of tables, there is no relay between the first and last
table, but the other relay is double. Imagine that there is one more table and then the relay goes half way so,
for a 7 table Double Hesitation Mitchell, the relay goes between tables 4 and 5. Arrow switching is required
and the simple standard says that it takes place on all tables except the pivot tables. Modified Double
Hesitation Mitchell This is exactly the same as the normal Double Hesitation Mitchell, except that table 2 is
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played, effectively, with a permanent arrow switch for the whole session. Thus the circulation order is: This is
marginally more complex to remember and it really is best now that at least the last table and table 2 have
movement cards. The advantage is that the movement is slightly more balanced for some numbers of tables.
Triple Hesitation Mitchell As the name suggests, this is similar to a normal Hesitation Mitchell, but there are
three pivot tables instead of one. These movements are not often played, but they can be useful for a club that
wants to play 27 boards with 6 tables 9 rounds of 3 or 24 board clubs with 9 tables 12 rounds of 2. The
circulation order and where to put the relays is slightly different depending on whether there are an even or
odd number of tables. Lets take the even number of tables first. The pivot tables are normally the last 3 tables.
The relay tables are: So between table 1 and 2 if there are 6 tables. For an odd number of tables, the pivot
tables are the last table T , T-2 and T-3 i. So between tables 3 and 4 if there are 9 tables. Movement cards are
required for the pivot tables and, ideally, for the penultimate table where there are an odd number of tables.
Modified Triple Hesitation Mitchell With some even numbers of tables, the Triple Hesitation Mitchell
movement works out to be more balanced if the first pivot table is permanently arrow switched. The
circulation order then becomes: Hesitation Bowman As the name suggests, this is a cross between a Bowman
and Hesitation Mitchell movement.
Chapter 7 : Duplicate Bridge
EVEN NUMBER OF TABLES (6, 8) With and even number of tables there is a small complication in the Mitchell
movement. After each round Pairs move up one table, while the board move down one table.

Chapter 8 : Duplicate bridge - Wikipedia
Mitchell Movement Laminated Table Cards With Section Letters for tables Choose Color - SECTION A - WHITE
SECTION B - YELLOW SECTION C - GREEN SECTION D - ORANGE SECTION E - BLUE SECTION F - PINK Qty.

Chapter 9 : Mitchell Camera | eBay
With a movement like a Hesitation Mitchell, we have mixed the field up a little in that the East/West pairs play one round
with the North/South cards - thus the North/South and East/West pairs are no longer separate and a Hesitation Mitchell
is, therefore, inherently a one winner movement similar to a Howell.
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